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Peasant communities, engaged in collective action, tend to be considered as quite 
homogeneous and congenial communities, who co-operated to secure their common 
interests against shared threats and challenges. However, an ever increasing amount of 
research into institutions for collective action, especially within the field of sociology, but 
also from a historical point of view, has indicated that commoners formed a far more 
heterogeneous group than usually supposed.1 The impact of heterogeneity on the viability 
of collective action has already been highly disputed. On the one hand it is stated that socio-
cultural or wealth disparities will reduce the willingness of a particular society to cooperate.2 
Especially when the interests of appropriators differ, achieving a self governing solution and 
institution appears challenging.3 On the other hand, Ostrom and poteete stress that the 
relationship between heterogeneity and collective action is non-linear and contingent to 
other factors. Several case studies have indicated that merely the presence of heterogeneity 
is not sufficient to predict whether collective action is viable or not.4 Varughese stressed 
that while too much disparity in wealth distribution diminishes shared interests, some 
inequalities provide incentives for certain individuals in the community to bear a 
disproportional share of the costs. Therefore they can assume leadership and provide an 
authority structure for rule enforcement.5 
 
Even so, it is hard, or even impossible, to find communities that were not heterogeneous in 
nature and yet innumerable institutions for collective action have existed and will continue 
to do so. Especially social and economic disparities were ubiquitous and defined almost all 
communities, either small scale peasant villages, or metropolitan cities.6  Despite the 
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challenges these inequalities may have posed on historical and nowadays societies, Elinor 
Ostrom has convincingly shown that successful and sustainable co-operation was possible. 
Not the homogeneous character of communities, but rather their ability to effectively 
implement the basic design principles of co-operation, determined whether institutions of 
collective action could be founded and sustained.7 It remains however undecided what the 
effects of social and economical heterogeneity were on a community. Once again, this 
question was first put forward within the field of sociology. By analysing contemporary 
forest communities Poteete and Ostrom concluded that institutions can affect the level of 
heterogeneity or compensate for it.8 On the other hand José Miguel Lana Berasain claimed 
that the historical commons did not involve equity, rather on the contrary, the benefits from 
the commons were enjoyed in a very unequal way. These social and economic inequalities 
stemmed from the feudal system. Nonetheless, this equilibrium generated a form of co-
operation which secured a sustainable communal system. The formation of common pool 
institutions therefore eternalised these disparities, while legitimising them.9 Despite the 
rather contradictory findings of these two studies, both ascribe a certain level of agency to 
common pool institutions, since they moulded and influenced society in a fundamental way. 
Tine De Moor however, discovered that common pool institutions were highly affected by 
changes in the social layout and economic structures of rural communities. When during the 
18th century an increasing amount of the rural population became dependent on wage 
labour and non-agricultural activities, the willingness to collectively manage the commons 
declined, with far reaching adjustments to the regulations and functioning of the common 
pool institutions and finally the dissolution of the system altogether. 10  Not the 
heterogeneity itself, but occupational shifts transformed the basic layout of the institution, 
rather than vice versa.  
 
It is therefore safe to say that a consensus regarding the effects of social heterogeneity has 
not been achieved. Are institutions able to steer the course of communities involved with 
collective action, or are they mere instruments of the stakeholders, legitimising their 
particular claims and interests? Due to the complexity and vastness of this particular topic, a 
limited scope is required. ‘Social heterogeneity’ in itself is after all a relatively fuzzy concept. 
Therefore the focus will lay on the effects of different social distributions of power on the 
access rights within common pool institutions. Inclusiveness is one of the aspects of a 
society, that is most sensitive to social heterogeneity. While the management of the 
resources, the demarcation of physical boundaries, the formulation of rules and 
punishments could be influenced by heterogeneity, the ecological and local circumstances 
play a vital role as well. The decision who to grant access on the other hand, depended less 
on external or ecological factors, but rather on the social layout and balance of power 
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within a particular community. Therefore the access rights are an ideal case to measure the 
real impact of social heterogeneity or social shifts on society.  
In addition a comparative case study approach was chosen. While large scale studies, 
including thousands of communities, provide ample material to compare and deduct an 
analytical model, exactly a micro approach gives the opportunity to detect subtle changes in 
the formal and informal access rights and day to day practices, which otherwise would stay 
under the radar. Therefore three regions within the North Sea area, which were known for 
their age-long communal practices, namely the Campine area within the Southern Low 
Countries, the Brecklands of Norfolk, England and finally the Geest region in Schleswig 
Holstein, Germany/Denmark were picked out. To be able to compare the impact of different 
social distributions of power, the basic characteristics of agrosystem had to be similar. 
Therefore all of them are textbook ‘marginal economies’, being dominated by infertile, light 
sandy soils, low population densities, vast common waste lands and a mixed farming system, 
combining arable production with animal husbandry. Due to the ecological fragility and 
challenging agricultural circumstances, the exploitation of the natural resources had to be 
monitored strictly. Access rights were therefore the core element and one of the most 
important responsibilities of these communities. In contrast with their similar ecological and 
agricultural characteristics, these communities displayed a fundamentally different social 
layout. All of them were of course heterogeneous, since both landless labourers, cottagers, 
independent peasants, large scale farmers, landlords and sovereign monarchs claimed the 
management of and access to the commons. The balance of power was however quite 
divergent. Within the Campine area, not one stakeholder group was able to dominate the 
other groups within society. The feudal lords’ claims were from the very start relatively 
weak, large scale farmers were only a minority and did not fundamentally overshadow their 
peasant neighbours, while the peasant communities were well organised and enjoyed 
strong property and communal rights. In the Brecklands of Norfolk, however, the power 
constellation was seriously unbalanced. The feudal lords had a strong grip on their 
seigniories and from the black death onwards, they were able to enlarge their holdings and 
feudal claims, to the detriment of the small tenant farmers.11 Finally in the Geest area in 
Schleswig-Holstein, lords were able to implement ‘rentherschaft’, but the dominant 
stakeholders within the rural communities were the true ‘gemeine männer’ or original 
farmers that possessed a ‘full farmstead’. The growing amount of cottagers and landless 
labourers, was not able to fundamentally stir society and redistribute power.12   
 
Due to this comparative micro analysis it will be claimed that social heterogeneity as a 
conceptual tool is rather limited. Measuring the influence of different social distributions of 
power is of greater significance, since almost all medieval and early modern societies were 
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fundamentally unequal and heterogeneous.13 When measuring the impact of differences in 
the social distribution of power on the accessibility of the commons, it appears that 
common pool institutions were not able to freeze nor fundamentally compensate for social 
divergences. Common pool institutions have no agency of their own, but are rather 
instrumental in realising power claims and were changed by the dominant stakeholders 
according to their particular needs.  
 
 

THE CAMPINE AREA, LOW COUNTRIES 
 

SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF POWER 
 
The Campine area was characterised by a balanced distribution of power. Despite a wide 
variety of stakeholders and unequal socio-economic relations, not one particular 
stakeholder was able to monopolise the management of the community nor commons.14 
The sovereign lords, from the 15th century the Archdukes of Burgundy and later on the 
Habsburg monarchs, did not actively interfere.15 The local feudal lords, were better of 
regarding their position, yet possessed rather weak feudal claims on their peasant 
communities. From the start, the peasants were able to obtain strong property rights, the 
privilege to represent themselves in the village government, and more importantly to use, 
manage and regulate the commons. 16  In addition, no subgroup within the peasant 
communities, was able to usurp dominance within the village. Big, powerful tenant farmers 
were able to outshine their peasant neighbours by their farm sizes, cattle and sheep 
breeding and commercial opportunities, but were a minority within society.17 As a result 
they were not able to tip the scale in their favour. Next, what I would call the upper 30% of 
the village or ‘independent peasants’, being small holding peasants, yet owning significant 
flocks of sheep, some cattle and the means of production such as ploughs, were the real 
core of the Campine communities. They supplied the majority of the village aldermen, were 
determinant for the village regulations and practices and were also actively involved in 
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commercial circuits because of their sheep breeding.18 Despite their central position within 
the village, the numerical majority was still made up of cottagers and land labourers or 
artisans. Since the local and regional lords granted the communal privileges to the entire 
community, they were a group to reckon with. Moreover, they were not helpless, as they 
were full members of the juridical village community, attended the village meetings and 
possessed equally strong claims on their small plots of land.  
 
This equilibrium was formed during the 13th century, but actually remained relatively stable 
throughout the ages. Even though the population grew and peasant holdings were 
subdivided, no fundamental shocks in the distribution of power occurred.19 After the eight-
years-war, especially the independent peasants or the upper 30% of the village community 
was hit hardest, and some of them degraded to the status of cottagers.20 However, their 
position as core of the village community was shaken but not taken over by another 
stakeholder. The tenant farmers were not able to fundamentally enlarge their holdings to 
their detriment, nor did the gap between the cottagers and the independent peasants 
completely disappear. While the rest of the Low Countries, witnessed an increasing 
dependency of the peasants towards rural elites or urban burghers,21 the Campine peasants 
did remain quite independent.  
 
  

ACCESS RIGHTS 

 
This particular distribution of power, which was a true equilibrium, was directly translated 
into the access rights to the Campine commons. Within this ‘marginal economy’ the 
commons were made up of the waste lands or heath lands and common hay meadows. 
Together these uncultivated lands covered 60-90% of the village surface.22 Within an 
overwhelming majority of the European commons, the access was reserved for only a part 
of the community. Normally the rights were either attached to certain privileged farms or 
families, obtained through the purchase of a license or the contribution of a high entrance 
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fee, or restricted to farmers or peasants owning a certain amount of land or livestock.23 This 
was even the case for most common pool institutions within the Low Countries, as for 
example in Drenthe and Het Gooi. 24 The Campine area, however, was a true exception to 
this rule. Despite the fact that the commons were not inexhaustible, or completely isolated 
from cities or market influences, the commons were open for all members of the 
community. Outsiders such as city dwellers, vagabonds or immigrants were excluded, but all 
residents that lived for more than 5 years within the community had access to the 
commons.25 Moreover, despite the ecological fragility, no stinting or limiting the amount of 
cattle and sheep was introduced. The responsibility to sustain the commons, was put on the 
community as a whole and safeguarded by strict herding rules and locations.26 As Tine De 
Moor stated, rights of access did not necessarily mean that every household actively used 
their rights.27 But according to an administrative account of Zandhoven, a typical Campine 
village, on average 79.5 families out of the 80 present households, registered as active users 
to graze their animals on the commons, or collect peat and heather.28 Since at least 25% of 
the households were listed as being dependent on poor relief, even these members of the 
community were granted access.29  
 
As was the case with the distribution of power, the accessibility changed little over time. 
After the war casualties, the communities became stricter in accepting newcomers within 
their villages, yet none of the newcomers seem to have had restricted access.30 In addition, 
except for some attempts by a couple of feudal lords or clerical institutions, not one of the 
stakeholders was a real threat to exclude the other subgroups. The juridical records, do give 
witness of struggles between different parties, when they tried to enclose or monopolise 
certain parts of the commons,31 but then the other stakeholders appeared to be flexible in 
forming coalitions with the other stakeholders, to avert such attempts. When all informal 
conflict resolutions failed, the local and sovereign courts were effectively used by all 
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stakeholders. Here the communal claims were often favoured and supported by especially 
the ducal courts.32  
 
 

INSTITUTIONS 

  
One of the most remarkable aspects of the Campine society, however, is their attitude 
towards institutions. Even though Ostrom has pointed out that institutions, safeguarding 
the basic principles for collective action, are of vital importance, formal institutions were of 
minor importance for the Campine communities.33 From the 13th century onwards, the 
management and regulation of the commons was granted to the village governments, 
therefore creating ‘meenten’ or real common pool institutions. 34  They in return did 
formulate and later write down byelaws, containing all the regulations concerning the good 
order of the village and the communal practices, rights and obligations. Nonetheless, some 
of the most important aspects were left implicit or extremely vague, of which the access 
rights were one. As has been shown for England, writing customary rights down, may be 
beneficial to prescribe one’s rights, yet leaving them unwritten and vague, and therefore 
flexible, could be in the best interest of lords, or their tenants. Since then they could actively 
use memory, practice and litigation to steer and influence the rules to their own interests.35 
In the case of the Campine area, this tactic seems to have been used by all stakeholders 
within society. For the rural elites it could have been beneficial to exclude the majority of 
the community and reserve the commons for themselves, as happened elsewhere. On the 
other hand, it would have been detrimental, that a maximum amount of livestock was 
introduced, since they possessed huge flocks of sheep and cattle as one of their only 
commercial opportunities. For the cottagers and independent peasants the exact opposite 
was in their best interest. A restricted access based on property, wealth or inheritance, 
would exclude practically all of them, but a restricted amount of animals on the commons, 
would lessen their economic disadvantage in regard with the rural elites. As a result a 
common denominator, being an inclusive access regime and unlimited flock size, was 
obtained and left implicit in order to change it when their interests would change. Since no 
fundamental threat from the side of the feudal lords was expected, these informal 
institutions could survive until the 18th century.  
Therefore normative sources alone, are insufficient to grasp the complexity and functioning 
of the common pool institutions during the medieval and early modern period. Only by 
taking a peak in administrative and juridical sources, the access rights and their evolution or 
attempted adaptations become visible.  
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COMMON PRACTICES AND USES 
   
As a result of these distributions of power, access rights and informal regulations or rather 
compromises, the use of the commons was quite flexible as well. Tine De Moor has shown 
that in Flanders, the gemene Looweiden were strictly regulated and a constant amount of 
animals had to be grazed on the commons. Otherwise even outsiders were attracted to 
provide additional animals. 36 This was not the case in the Campine area. After the eighty-
years-war, the number of sheep steeply declined, and yet no alterations to the formal 
regulations were introduced. Simply the use of the commons must have shifted from 
predominantly extensive grazing, towards a more intensive collection of sods to mix and use 
as manure.37 The same principle as the access rights applies here, by leaving the allowed use 
rights implicit, they could be changed easily and flexibly whenever shifts in the socio-
economic or power balance occurred.  
 
 

THE BRECKLANDS, NORFOLK 
 

SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF POWER 
 
The Brecklands in Norfolk, could be considered as the complete opposite of the Campine 
area. Instead of a balanced distribution of power, the scale inclined completely to the 
advantage of the feudal lords. Here these lords were more involved and actively claiming 
their right to govern and manage village affairs and most importantly they had the exclusive 
right to determine the right of foldcourse.38 The peasants therefore had a much smaller 
power base. First of all, they remained unfree subjects for much longer, but even afterwards, 
they became tenants, enjoying less strong property rights. During the high middle ages, 
however, this situation did not look too bad for the peasants. Until the black death they 
were the ones involved with commercial sheep breeding together with intensive arable 
farming on their small to middle sized plots. In addition they were able to obtain favourable 
communal rights since the lords, were not that interested in commercial sheep breeding.39  
During the Black death, however, the tenants were hit hard, with the middle classes 
dropping out of the picture. As a result the feudal lords reclaimed the land into their 
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demesne estates and transformed their rather passive economic strategies into capitalistic 
sheep breeding centres. They hired professional flock masters and reserved all the fold 
courses for their own particular use.40 Moreover, the few sheep that remained in the hands 
of the peasants had to be put on the demesne lands, so that the feudal lords’ arable fields 
were exclusively fertilised. As a result the middle classes were pushed out and degraded in 
their social economic position.41 Moreover they were increasingly placed in a vertical 
dependency relationship with the feudal lords.  
In entire Norfolk from the sixteenth century onwards, unbalanced distribution of power led 
to increasing conflicts and tensions, even escalating in the Kett’s rebellion in 1549. It was 
the result of an alliance between a class of wealthy, protocapitalist manorial tenants and a 
larger, more radical class of poor and landless against a disorganised, divided but 
commercially advanced lordly class.42 In the Brecklands, most grievances were battled out in 
court, but only with the result that the feudal lords could legitimise their claims with 
juridical sentences.43  
 

ACCESS RIGHTS 
 
Even though the exclusiveness of the commons, has often been contributed to the 
ecological state or size of the commons,44 the light sandy soils and ecological fragility in the 
Brecklands led to an entirely different access regime than the Campine region. First of all, 
within the Brecklands, the focus was placed on the open fields. Due to the light sandy soils, 
intensive manuring was required in order to get satisfying yields. Therefore the fallow lands 
and in addition all arable lands had to be opened for the demesne and peasant sheep, so 
they could graze on the stubbles and fertilise the exhausted land.45 Next to these open fields, 
the waste lands were common the entire year through. These waste lands were needed 
when during the summer the arable pasture was almost reduced to nothing. In some 
parishes, the surface of heath lands was triple the size of the available open fields, but 
mostly less.46 During the later middle ages, the feudal lords did not formally grant the access 
rights to the commons to the village communities. Except for the waste lands, the 
communal practices were combined in the fold course system and the lord had the exclusive 
right to determine who could obtain a fold course.47  
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During the high middle ages, the lords were however not preoccupied with sheep breeding 
and animal husbandry in general, therefore being quite liberal and flexible in granting fold 
courses to their tenants. As a result the peasants had access to the waste lands the entire 
year, and could easily put their animals in the communal flock to graze on the fallow and 
open fields. After the consolidation of the deserted lands, because of the black death, the 
feudal lords however invested in enlarging their flocks and restricted the fold course rights 
for their own professional flock masters.48  Without ever fundamentally changing the 
concept of the fold course system, they excluded the peasants by monopolising the rights 
because of their immense flocks.49 Since these fold courses covered also large parts of the 
waste lands, the peasants simply did not retain sufficient grazing grounds to sustain their 
commercial sheep breeding. Therefore, by the 17th century, the small tenants were almost 
completely pushed out and were restricted to arable farming.50 As a result, the tenants 
were in favour of enclosure, as this was the only way to safeguard their plots of land from 
overexploitation of the demesne flocks. Nevertheless the feudal lords effectively used 
litigation to uphold the fold course system and succeeded in keeping the open fields 
unenclosed and subject to grazing. To make things worse, apparently the sheep grazed on 
the open fields belonging to the peasants, but nevertheless were exclusively kept on the 
demesne lands at night, so that the indispensable manure was predominantly deposited on 
the demesne lands.51  
 

INSTITUTIONS 
 
The fold course system was from the very beginning registered and clearly written down. In 
addition byelaws were drawn up to regulate all the communal practices, obligations and 
rights for both the community as well as the lords. As was the case for large parts of England, 
written normative and legal documents were wide spread. In addition Angus Winchester 
has shown that these were not static or rigid regulations, but rather evolved according to 
the particular ecological, demographic and economical needs of the society.52 On the other 
hand, not writing any formal regulations down, could be beneficial as well. This way rules 
could evolve more quickly, practice could overrule the normative reality and different 
stakeholders could attempt to transform custom according to their interest.53 In the case of 
the Brecklands, it were the feudal lords who chose not to alter the formal institutions, but 
rather enlarged their power through operational adjustments rather than through 
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constitutional ones.54 In theory the fold course system was already implemented during the 
high middle ages, therefore placing the monopoly to regulate communal grazing with the 
feudal lords. Nonetheless in practice, the peasants were able to obtain rights and interfere 
with the day to day practices and access rights.55 During the 16th and 17th centuries, no 
fundamental institutional changes regarding this system were introduced. Some rules 
concerning grazing spots and the absolute numbers of sheep may have been rephrased in 
the byelaws, but the core of the fold course system was not really addressed. Instead they 
by and large quit granting rights of fold course to peasants, restrained their sheep on their 
particular demesne lands and fulfilled the maximum allowed number of livestock on the 
commons with their sheep alone. This way, they did not have to convoke a general meeting 
or confront the community by a unilateral alteration of the village byelaws.56  
Peasants were however no passive victims to lordly whims, and therefore the Norfolk 
tenants often turned towards the courts to defend their communal rights and to press 
charges against lordly transgressions.57 Nevertheless, the courts often favoured the lords 
and provided them with juridical sentences, which could as easily function as normative 
sources to back up the claims of the feudal lords, as a charter or byelaw could.58  
 
 

COMMON PRACTICES AND USES 
 
Following the changes in the distribution of power and changes in the accessibility, the use 
of the commons changed drastically. During the high middle ages the small to middle sized 
peasants dominated on the commons. They could graze their flocks of sheep on the waste 
lands and were able to put their sheep in the communal herds. Their flocks were probably 
accompanied by demesne flocks and professional flock masters of the lord, but they 
constituted only a minority. This way, the small tenants were able to develop a mixed 
farming, where the communal rights were necessary to uphold their arable production. 
After all sheep manure was indispensable for the peasants agricultural strategies.59  
After the black death and especially from the 16th century onwards, the variety of users had 
changed fundamentally. The herds wandering around in the fold courses were almost 
completely owned by the lords and their manorial tenants and herded by their flock masters. 
Peasants were excluded and therefore mostly restricted to arable production. Consequently 
the introduction of Brecks and the enlargement of outfields – arable fields with a less 
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intensive rotation system as the infields -, were necessary to produce sufficient yields.60 As a 
result the commons were only of minor importance to the small tenants. Therefore they 
actively tried to enclose their lands and abolish the open field system. This way the fold 
course would not be such a burden and their wish for a more intensive rotation cycle would 
be met. It was however only during the long 18th century, when the yeomen had obtained 
increasingly large holdings that the classic fold course system began to disappear.61  
 
 

THE GEEST REGION, SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN 
 

SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF POWER 
 
The Geest region displays yet a third social distribution of power. Even though it was no 
peasant republic as could be encountered in the coastal plains of Schleswig and Frisia, the 
peasants or more specifically the Hufner or original farmers owning a full farmstead, were 
the dominant stakeholders within the region. As the Geest area, with its light sandy soils, 
was rather unattractive until relatively late, peasants had to be attracted by the Dukes. In 
return the peasants, like their Campine counterparts, were able to obtain strong property 
rights and a remarkable independence towards feudal or sovereign lords.62 The lords did 
manage to retain a form of ‘rentherschaft’, but in contrast to their eastern parts of 
Schleswig-Holstein, their feudal claims were extremely weak.63 Therefore the ‘nachbarschaft’ 
or group of original farmers, generally around 12 households, were in charge of managing, 
governing and regulating the village affairs. From this small group the village officials were 
elected, they organised and attended the town meetings and had the sole right to alter the 
byelaws or village constitutions.64  
Originally these farmers constituted the majority of the village community. They were the 
ones ‘colonising’ the barren Geest lands after they were deserted during the black death 
and were therefore the core of society. A full farmstead was the basic entity, as was shown 
by tax registers describing households as a full, half, or quarter farmstead.65 By the sixteenth 
century however, population rose significantly and since no new full farmsteads could be 
erected, the proportion of cottagers or land labourers grew. Eventually they highly 
outnumbered the ‘hufners’, yet they were not able to stir the social distribution of power. 
As from the beginning, they were formally excluded from the ‘nachbarschaft’ and had 
therefore no voice let alone a vote in the village meetings or government. They could not 
provide officials from their rangs and actually did not own any communal rights. Even when 
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cottagers were able to purchase enough land or even surpassed the farmers, they could not 
obtain the same rights or position within the community.66  
These unbalanced distribution of power was therefore mostly due to mere juridical or 
institutional differences, since the economic strategies of cottagers and farmers were quite 
similar. Both were engaged in a mixed farming system with strips of land in the open fields 
and commercial cattle breeding. Young oxen were grazed on the waste lands and later 
transported to the coastal plains in order to fatten them and sell to the nearby towns or 
even as far as the Low Countries. Economically speaking, the boundary between the two 
groups was blurred or even imaginary.67  
 

 
ACCESS RIGHTS 

 
The access rights were, like in Norfolk, obviously influenced by the social distribution of 
power, rather than by the ecological circumstances. The ‘Hufner’ were in charge of the 
byelaws and therefore reserved the best rights for themselves. The commons were divided 
between all the households, according to the amount of land they possessed in the open 
fields. The exact number of cattle, horses, sheep or pigs was determined per hectare of land 
in the open fields. In addition the hay meadows were opened up for the communal herds of 
predominantly cattle after the harvest was finished. Finally the open fields had to be 
ploughed, sown and harvested simultaneously, so that the cattle could graze on the 
stubbles and fallow lands.68 Until the 16th century, the cottagers and land labourers were a 
real minority and the pressure on the waste lands was relatively low. Therefore they 
enjoyed some extensive rights. They could place a limited amount of animals on the 
commons, collect heather and peat and even erect some buildings on the waste lands. 
Nonetheless these rights were not as formal and constitutional as of the original farmers. 
The nachbarschaft rather turned a blind eye to their practices.69  
When their numbers grew however and they increasingly depended on the commons to 
collect raw materials and graze cattle, the communities in the Geest region started to react. 
Measures were taken to discourage immigrants, such as the prohibition to erect new 
cottages or farms on the commons. In addition the byelaws or ‘Dorfornungen’ increasingly 
stipulated and diminished the rights of cottagers and land labourers. For example several 
villages excluded all community members, apart from the ‘Hufner’, to graze the commons 
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and diminished the amount of heather to be collected from the commons. Whenever they 
did want to place animals on the commons, they had to be granted access and pay a fixed 
sum per animal.70 In some cases even the rights to harvest sods and heather was abolished 
all together. As a result these stakeholders were increasingly excluded, even though by then 
the constituted the majority of the society.71  
 

 
INSTITUTIONS 

 
In comparison with the Campine area and Norfolk, the formal common pool institutions 
played a vital role. Before the sixteenth century no customary rights, communal practices, 
nor obligations were officially written down. Until then the management of the commons 
was determined by oral traditions. Yet during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries a 
peak in the formulation of byelaws was witnessed. It has been suggested that ecological 
degradation was one of the vital factors behind this process, yet the population rise and 
increasing amount of cottagers and land labourers could be explanatory as well.72  
In contrast with both the Campine area and the Brecklands, however, practically nothing 
was left implicit and changes or additions to the rules were frequent. This certainly included 
the access and use rights of exactly the cottagers and land labourers. There are lists 
preserved which literally list the amount of animals a particular household, with names of 
the heads of the families, could place on the commons.73 In order to leave nothing to 
chance, the byelaws were actively used to prescribe the common use rights and increasingly 
reserve them for the ‘Hufner’ themselves. This inclination towards formal, constitutional 
rules, rather than informal, operational ones in the Campine, is probably a direct 
consequence of the local distribution of power. While in the Campine area both the land 
labourers, cottagers, independent peasants, big tenant farmers as well as the representative 
of the lord had to agree to formally alter any of the regulations in the byelaws, the Hufner in 
the Geest area had an almost complete monopoly. The meeting was made up of a dozen of 
‘Hufners’ who were quite homogenous but especially shared the same interests.74 Therefore 
they could progressively anticipate on the changing social composition of their communities 
and use the byelaws to shape the communal regime to their best interests. With powerful 
juridical documents to fall back on, they were able to withstand the demographic rise and 
changing proportions of landless, cottagers and farmers and maintain the social distribution 
of power of the later medieval period.  
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COMMON PRACTICES AND USES 

 
Until the later middle ages the commons were apparently not under severe pressure. The 
villages were relatively small and the natural resources were sufficient to sustain the core of 
the ‘Hufner’ and the few cottagers and land labourers.75 Therefore the original farmers 
could place as much as 150 horses, 370 pieces of cattle, 138 pigs and 300 sheep on the 
commons.76  In addition they could collect peat and heather, since the forests were 
disappearing progressively. The commons included both the common waste lands, the hay 
meadows after the harvest and the fallow lands and arable fields for stubble grazing. The 
focus was however placed on grazing and not the manuring of the fields, since most animals 
were placed on the waste lands and the manure was increasingly used as fuel. In contrast 
with the Campine area and Breckland, not sheep but cattle was of major importance. The 
heath fields were used to raise young oxen, which later on would be transported to the 
coastal plains or more fertile regions to fatten them and eventually sell them for 
consumption. These practices remained relatively stable throughout the early modern 
period.77  
Until the sixteenth century, these communal practices were still enjoyed by all the 
stakeholders, even though not to the same extent, yet afterwards, the cattle grazing on the 
waste lands would predominantly be performed by a select group. From then onwards the 
common waste lands were primarily a place where the cottagers and landless wage 
labourers tried to obtain small plots of land, which they enclosed and privatised. Even 
though the “Hufners’ tried to discourage these incursions, by obliging newcomers to get a 
formal allowance granted by the entire nachbarschaft, the enclosed plots were increasing in 
number.78 
 

 
CONCLUSION 
  
Social heterogeneity was neither good nor bad for collective action in general nor for access 
rights within historical societies. All communities were fundamentally heterogeneous or 
even unequal, nonetheless similar levels of diversity or inequality could lead to 
fundamentally different common pool institutions and inclusiveness. Therefore the concept 
is too vague to use as an analytical tool. As these case studies have shown, the social 
distribution of power, or more specifically how many stakeholders could manage the 
commons and determine the constitutional or operational rules, is more important to 
understand the development and evolution of access rights.  
Medieval and early modern communities common pool institutions were not able to reduce 
heterogeneity, polarisation between stakeholders nor shifts in the social distribution of 
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power. The case of Norfolk showed that despite formal and constitutional rules and 
institutions, feudal lords were able to exclude the small tenant holders from the fold course 
system, by circumventing the institutions and instead addressing and altering the informal 
and operational rules via practice and litigation. The relatively stable distribution of power in 
the Campine area can also not be explained by formal common pool institutions. The formal 
byelaws were largely implicit concerning constitutional rules and especially the access rights. 
Instead the inclusiveness was largely the result of informal practices and can be labelled the 
common denominator of the interests of all the stakeholders of the Campine communities.  
Historical rural communities were therefore fundamentally shaped by their specific 
distribution of power, and the stakeholders used both formal and informal institutions to 
determine and change the access rights to the commons and therefore safeguard their 
particular interests. Whenever a society was relatively balanced, and a wide variety of 
stakeholders, being small holders, farmers and lords alike, could influence the decision 
making within the village, the common pool institutions remained quite inclusive. On the 
other hand, when one particular stake holder was able to usurp the government and 
management of the village or common pool institution, such an equilibrium was disturbed 
with fundamental alterations to the accessibility and often exclusive system as a result. For 
this, however, the formal institutions did not necessarily had to change. As the Brecklands 
show, lords could leave the original constitutional rules as they were, and change the actual 
operational rules by practice and juridical sentences. Only when the dominant stakeholder 
group was able to monopolise the formal common pool institution as well, constitutional 
and written rules such as byelaws were used to change the functioning of the commons and 
determine the inclusiveness of the common pool institution.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


